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With the development of the computer technique, the power generation
enterprise’s assistant safety producing procedure is transiting into electronic
information technology sections from former hand-recorded only, which also
causes the individual power generation enterprise’s producing management
information system. The establishment of the individual power generation
enterprise’s producing management information system has solved the former
paper material’s reciprocating transition. Rely on the basic of the LAN, the
electronic of the safety producing procedure has been attained. That simplified
the original working procedure and effectively improved the working efficiency.
With the existence of the power generation enterprise group, the diversification of
the energy industry, and the modification of the power generation enterprise’s
management mode, the original individual power station producing management
information system cannot satisfy the reality requirement of the power generation
group global control. And its limitation of the covering scope, singleness of the
function, discrete of the data have been presenting more and more obviously.
   This article introduces the transition from the individual producing management
information system to integrated producing management information system, and
its new system’s design and accomplishment, and also illustrates the dimensions
such as system requirement, platform establishment, software system
development, etc. Based on the LAN/WAN links, the integrated producing
management information system adopts the Oracle Data Base’s data storage
structure, B/S system access mode, cooperated with actual use requirement. The
integrated producing management information system will be much closer to the
actual requirement of the Yellow River Hydropower Company when it is put in
use.
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